



































































































































In the last class we discussed
mapa from the setof lattices gig to

theset of Reimannsurfaces Rod
where Q is a cubic poly with distinct
roots and back again
It is useful to turn

meh a site into a

topological spaces This would be a

a space Xwhere every pet corresponds
to a Reimannsurface

Issue arose that we mightstart with
an objectapply the maps in both directions
and get back to a conformallyequiv object

We
say X bas the
additional propertyof being a

moduli spaceif distinct points correspond
to conformally uniquivalent surfaces






































































































































We start with the set 14h A alutbidines

Recall that every compactgonna l Nieminen

surface is equivalent to Cat least one element

of this set

In order to construct coordinated it
grind

is useful to introduce Reimannsurfaced
with an extra piece of structure called
a working A marking out is
a choice of an ordered Basia Kord

for NF 74

We have a homomorphism h I ah Cl

which takes a loop s to Ift This rump
identifies it held with A Cenordered






































































































































basisfor it Cah determines an ordered

buries for h
We say that two marked conformal

Tori Tane T are equivalent if there
is a bid isomorphism which taken T to T

and takesthemarkingfor T to the

marking fort

Prop Two marked tote Cao a and Gio id
are confounallyequivalent iff Tho Yao

Guy

Proof f QIN QIN is holomorphic

By covering spacetheory
we brave a lift to I Q Q which

is holomorphic so that flux faith

A holomorphic automorphismof a bus
the four fat att b If we compose






































































































































f with a translation we still have

propertyC but we can assume b o

Now f A N to f Cah al fait I

Hwa Kao aa

Conversely if the ration are the same then
define a toga Ia Then
fat at induced a conformal isomorphous
from Mr Efi

iii e ai

classes Recall that Xo 7 are

linearly independent over 112 so

Rex c o matrix ofthe
det

go on
to wap h E expressed

in thebasis iii

Thisquantity can be positive or negative






































































































































If it is negative we can make it positive

by switching a and x Iet us assume

that we onlydeal with positivemarkings

Pomp We can identify the spaceof
conformal classesof marked tonic with
theupperhalfplane Go a Exo

Proof

In Ia In YET fa.pe In Cairo It
Hot

In µ ti fuk Recto i Info

Inich Neko Rex Imho

Rewards The space of wanked toric
is not only a topologicalspace it is

actually a simply connected Heimann
surface With a metricof curvature I






































































































































The next step in the construction of
a moduli space is to determine when

two warbud Reimann surfaces correspond
to the same unmarked Riemann surface

This is equivalent to askingwhen tow

pairs to it and no ee generate the

same lattice

Pmp do it and ko ee generate the same

lattice iff there is an integralmatrix of
debt with

4 all Huo a

Proof Say that A 9maotutimine23

If woe A lteen no alcot by

µ Cdot da






































































































































This says that
Lao all f fwm

conversely fu.u.MY If.la a

Implies A and A are inverses so Iet A It

But det Laoaif o det Luo ee 0 so let A 1

Now we can identify theupperhalfspace
with the
coset space

a
D a H

to a za Eh

z
ao

We can identifythe moduli space of
guns Reimann surfaced with the double
asset space ga xD Island


